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MHSE Programme Amendment proforma  
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the total credit volume of the programme, or at least 50% of the credit volume in any single year of the programme.  
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between core/option courses or dissertation/taught courses) comprising 20% of the total credits of the programme, or at least 50% of the credits in any 
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NB: Detailed changes highlighted in yellow. Please see ‘rationale for changes’ section underneath table for summary of changes.  
 

Changes requiring College 
Approval 

PRE AMENDMENT POST AMENDMENT 

Programme Name  MSc Social Justice and Community Action MSc Social Justice and Community Action 

Programme Content  
 
 

Core courses: 
 
EDUA11324: Theories and Politics of Social Justice 
(20 credits)  
 
 
 

Summary: 

Social justice is a deeply contested concept and this 
course will explore the competing ways in which it is 
defined, theorised and operationalised in local, national 
and international contexts. Students will be encouraged 
to think critically and expansively about the nature of 
social justice by considering its foundational claims and 
the historical and contemporary disputes that have 
shaped the development of this idea. 

Description: 

What is social justice? 
Why does social justice matter? 

Core courses: 
 
EDUA11324: Theories and Politics of Social 
Justice (20 credits) 
 
 

Summary: 

Social justice is a deeply contested concept and 
this course will explore the competing ways in 
which it is defined, theorised and 
operationalised in local, national and 
international contexts. Students will be 
encouraged to think critically and expansively 
about the nature of social justice by considering 
its foundational claims and the historical and 
contemporary disputes that have shaped the 
development of this idea. 

Description: 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96AA8FECDF1111E63DXHERqPvQxwXaC0Gso94yT6bIQbD_19m2pBS7wEat6h2xOdPQ3jOOEcl5-1yLb_nkc-ewkRkr3Jc8b455k3RVaO4qahCIUR3D4Cl2Y5l8E
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96AA8FECDF1111E63DXHERqPvQxwXaC0Gso94yT6bIQbD_19m2pBS7wEat6h2xOdPQ3jOOEcl5-1yLb_nkc-ewkRkr3Jc8b455k3RVaO4qahCIUR3D4Cl2Y5l8E


Understanding distributive justice  
Introduction to justice as recognition  
Competing approaches to the application of social 
justice principles in local, national and international 
contexts 

Learning ourcomes:  

On completion of this course, the student will be able 
to: 

1. Analyse and critique the core concepts of 
social justice, e.g. fairness, liberty, 
equality, recognition, redistribution, 
solidarity, participation and democracy 

2. Critically compare and contrast 
competing conceptualisations and 
standpoints regarding social justice 

3. Consider different manifestations of 
injustice and critically evaluate competing 
approaches for addressing injustices in 
local and global contexts 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
EDUA11325: Community Action and Social Justice (20 
credits) 
 
 
 

Summary: 
 
Because of the contested natures of both social justice 
and community, grassroots activists and practitioners 
face significant dilemmas in the application of social 
justice principles to real world contexts. This course 

What is social justice? 
Why does social justice matter? 
Understanding distributive justice  
Introduction to justice as recognition  
Competing approaches to the application of 
social justice principles in local, national and 
international contexts 

Learning ourcomes:  

On completion of this course, the student will be 
able to: 

4. Analyse and critique the core 
concepts of social justice, e.g. 
fairness, liberty, equality, 
recognition, redistribution, 
solidarity, participation and 
democracy 

5. Critically compare and contrast 
competing conceptualisations and 
standpoints regarding social justice 

6. Consider different manifestations of 
injustice and critically evaluate 
competing approaches for 
addressing injustices in local and 
global contexts 

 

--------------------------------------------------- 

No course code yet: Community Engagement 
(20 credits) 
 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96AD342CDF1111E6rNX8WBi1cPOHppgZnU_ucqFLmFwx_34Ne_4qvssDvMOMadnm8LjRyC1f3cWVUND_5pUGfGpSKUNwV1ijb3hqwhrBZoEgda7XTy-ZiSdF9_w


aims to introduce students to some of the key 
theoretical frameworks, models and methods for 
applying social justice ideas and principles to activism 
and practice in community-based settings around the 
globe. Through this course, students will have the 
opportunity to consider and critique the viability, 
sustainability and ethics of particular approaches to 
community action. 
 
Description: 
 
Rethinking community 
Conceptualising and theorising community action 
Strategies and methods for effective community action  
Ethical dilemmas for activism 
 
Learning outcomes:  
 
On completion of this course, the student will be able 
to: 

1. Analyse the conceptual and 
methodological dimensions of community 
action e.g., power, activism, citizenship, 
participation and public space 

2. Critically evaluate the differing strategies, 
methods and practices for applying social 
justice ideas and principles to a range in 
local, national, international and digital 
contexts 

3. Design and develop strategies for 
promoting and practicing social justice in 

Proposed course organiser: Dr Margaret Petrie 
Proposed teaching staff: Dr Margaret Petrie and 
Mr Vernon Galloway (discussed) 
 

Summary and description: 
 

This course will enable students to address 
the core challenges associated with 
community engagement which sets out to 
work alongside communities rather than on 
them.  It will teach a progressive 
methodology which draws on participative 
techniques and encourages both, innovation 
in the process of engagement, and the co-
construction of knowledge with communities. 
 
A range of policy imperatives mean that 
practitioners from the whole spectrum of 
public, private or charitable service providers 
need to know how to effectively engage with 
communities. This growing prominence of 
community engagement marks a new 
emphasis on the need for agencies and 
institutions to recognise the value and 
significance of communities as stakeholders 
and to endeavour to engage with them in all 
of their work. These imperatives will require 
agencies to develop new approaches and 
methods to help them make their 
engagements both meaningful and effective.  
 



face to face and digital community 
settings 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
EDUA11326: Policy Analysis for Social Justice (20 
credits) 
 
 
 
 

Summary: 
 
This course focuses on the challenges of enacting 
social justice ideas, principles and practices in policy-
making processes. Because scholars, activists and 
practitioners for social justice are particularly interested 
in disputes about the fair allocation of resources and 
the experiences of marginalised groups in public and 
private spaces, this course aims to introduce students 
to the contested processes, strategies and actors 
involved in social policy making and implementation at 
the local, national and international levels. In addition, 
this course will offer a range of frameworks and 
strategies for shaping and influencing the policy 
process in different contexts. 
 
Description: 
 

What's the problem represented to be? Frameworks for 
understanding the construction of social policy 
problems 
Understanding the policy making process: Actors, 
resources and institutional constraints 
Strategies for influence and advocacy in policy-making 
and policy implementation 
 

These approaches and methods are grounded 
in an ethical value base which:  

 Respects the experience of 
communities and seeks to understand 
the hopes, fears and aspirations of 
people as a starting point for 
engagement and the development of 
curriculum. 

 Implements methodological 
approaches to the development of 
curriculum which are dialogical and 
co-constructed to reflect the interests 
of communities and agencies alike. 

Accepts the premise that people will act to 

change the conditions which inhibit and 

disrupt their full participation. 
 

Learning outcomes:  
 
1. Critically discuss the meanings and 

purposes ascribed to the term community 

engagement and the impact on 

engagement policy. 

2. Illustrate a critical understanding of 

models and frameworks of engagement  

3. Demonstrate practical skills and 

knowledge of participatory approaches to 

community engagement and research 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96AEEE7ADF1111E6nQeMuXB23Pot5g4nEhnjnJrFnNVdfo_ArwlDdMVhp2NyjzwsGaWimI7ce013Dh_7RKmYocdi8JlVLs-uC_o9prk_nGfNX_OlKAUQ7IqoHLE


Learning outcomes: 
 

1. Critically analyse the processes, 
strategies, actors and resources in policy-
making for social justice 

2. Compare and contrast competing 
frameworks for understanding the 
constructions of policy problems and 
solutions, policy processes and policy-
making environments 

3. Understand and evaluate strategies and 
tactics for influence and advocacy in the 
policy- making process 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
REDU11074: Activist Social Research (20 credits) 
 
 
Summary: 
 

 
Activist social research combines political commitments 
to addressing social problems with rigorous research 
about those problems. This course aims to provide 
students with the knowledge and skills to plan, design 
and execute a programme of activist research for real 
world application and for the dissertation or applied 
research project elements of the MSc in Social Justice 
and Community Action. Drawing on radical social 
theories such as critical theory, feminism, anti-racism 
and post-structuralism, this course will also introduce 
students to some of the ethical and practical challenges 

4. Evidence understanding of praxis and 

dialogical approaches to knowledge co-

construction. 

5. Develop a programme of engagement 

which could lead to transformative action 

 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
EDUA11327: Learning for Democracy (20 
credits) 
 

 
Summary: 
 
This course starts from the premise that 
democracy is as much a social and cultural 
process as a set of political institutions. A 
primary focus for this course will be the 
changing relations between the state, economy 
and civil society, particularly in the context of 
globalisation. Learning for democracy implies an 
active role for education in resourcing and 
supporting marginalised and powerless groups 
to pursue their democratic interests. This 
approach will allow us to reflect critically on 
discourses of citizenship and education 
emerging from different contexts and actors. 
 
 
Description:  
 
Changing relations between state, civil society 
and the economy in different national contexts 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96B05314DF1111E68SXbQbMh76nwQv9SpGxJjZi6JjZfqhOEhDrC3PlG-RoGmSF6zxekqcye4PEwTMH8jKx5xnIOMwUbvVZgrm2JiXrLhJHPjjyGXjc_6Ue0djU
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of doing high quality research for social change. The 
course will enable students to formulate a research 
question; outline a project plan; understand methods for 
qualitative data collection and analysis; and develop 
strategies for communicating and disseminating 
research findings to appropriate audiences. 
 
Description: 
 

What is activist social research? 
Understanding epistemological traditions 
Introduction to methodology and methods 
Approaches to data analysis 
Ethics in activist social research 
Communicating and disseminating research findings 
Introduction to the dissertation and the applied research 
project 
Writing a research proposal 
 
 
Learning outcomes: 
 

1. Demonstrate an awareness of the key 
epistemological issues in activist social 
research; Identify appropriate research 
questions and how they might be 
addressed by particular methodological 
approaches 

2. Locate and critically evaluate relevant 
literature; Engage with a range of data 
collection methods 

3. Have a critical awareness of issues 
relating to research ethics including 
authenticity, confirmability and 

Democracy, power, empowerment and 
citizenship 
Learning in and from social movements 
Popular education 
 
Learning outcomes: 
 

1. Critically evaluate the contribution 
of a range of perspectives on 
learning for democracy 

2. Identify and articulate a range of 
interests and actors with an interest 
in learning for democracy 

Explore the relationship between macro 
institutional processes and micro 
experiences and practices in a range of 
contexts 
 
---------------------------------------------------- 
 
REDU11074: Activist Social Research (20 
credits) 
 
 
 
Summary: 
 

Activist social research combines political 
commitments to addressing social problems 
with rigorous research about those problems. 
This course aims to provide students with the 
knowledge and skills to plan, design and 
execute a programme of activist research for 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96B05314DF1111E68SXbQbMh76nwQv9SpGxJjZi6JjZfqhOEhDrC3PlG-RoGmSF6zxekqcye4PEwTMH8jKx5xnIOMwUbvVZgrm2JiXrLhJHPjjyGXjc_6Ue0djU


trustworthiness; Understand issues of 
positionality and reflexivity 

4. Demonstrate specialist skills in the 
analysis of qualitative data; Effectively 
plan a programme of research 

5. Demonstrate an awareness of the 
presentation and dissemination of 
research findings to a range of audiences 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Research: 
 
REDU11075: Dissertation (Social Justice) (60 credits) 
 

Through the dissertation, the student has the 
opportunity to identify a research topic, develop and 
implement a logical fieldwork plan for gathering data 
and undertake systematic analysis and write-up of the 
data. Students will be supported through this process 
through both the Activist Social Research course and 
individual meetings with a designated supervisor. 
 
 
REDU11076: Applied Research Project (Social 
Justice) (60 credits) 
 

As an alternative to the standard masters dissertation, 
the Applied Research Project is a significant piece of 
work that allows students to undertake real world 
research directly applicable to the aims, interests and 
needs of a particular activist network, community group 
or organisation. The Applied Research Project can also 
be approached as a substantive investigation and 
analysis of an important policy development and/or 

real world application and for the dissertation or 
applied research project elements of the MSc in 
Social Justice and Community Action. Drawing 
on radical social theories such as critical theory, 
feminism, anti-racism and post-structuralism, 
this course will also introduce students to some 
of the ethical and practical challenges of doing 
high quality research for social change. The 
course will enable students to formulate a 
research question; outline a project plan; 
understand methods for qualitative data 
collection and analysis; and develop strategies 
for communicating and disseminating research 
findings to appropriate audiences. 
 
Description: 
 

What is activist social research? 
Understanding epistemological traditions 
Introduction to methodology and methods 
Approaches to data analysis 
Ethics in activist social research 
Communicating and disseminating research 
findings 
Introduction to the dissertation and the applied 
research project 
Writing a research proposal 
 
 
Learning outcomes: 
 

1. Demonstrate an awareness of the 
key epistemological issues in 
activist social research; Identify 
appropriate research questions and 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96E88FB8DF1111E6zlrycLFqHeP_m3QBoI-6R6POoq4dC9rorGYiVOP521yLxdRTueqiw3aCwVZQPseRvdVhre0-0_JX6kMtEtsL16VtUSVS-nwJeRUPmBXVKa0
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practice issue. 
 
The Applied Research Project will be underpinned by 
logical theorisations, conceptualisations and evidence 
and should include: a significant and critical discussion 
of the relevant context, a rigorous and substantive 
analysis of the identified issue or problem and a 
creative approach for addressing the identified issue. 
 
Students will be supported through this process through 
both the Activist Social Research course and individual 
meetings with a designated supervisor.  
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Optional courses:  
 
EDUA11327: Learning for Democracy (20 credits) 
 
 
 

how they might be addressed by 
particular methodological 
approaches 

2. Locate and critically evaluate 
relevant literature; Engage with a 
range of data collection methods 

3. Have a critical awareness of issues 
relating to research ethics including 
authenticity, confirmability and 
trustworthiness; Understand issues 
of positionality and reflexivity 

4. Demonstrate specialist skills in the 
analysis of qualitative data; 
Effectively plan a programme of 
research 

Demonstrate an awareness of the 
presentation and dissemination of 
research findings to a range of audiences 
 
---------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Research: 
 
REDU11075: Dissertation (Social Justice) (60 
credits) 
 

Through the dissertation, the student has the 
opportunity to identify a research topic, develop 
and implement a logical fieldwork plan for 
gathering data and undertake systematic 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?79C94902DF1311E6IuwhKh-Wh7cP2QecZE1mzP9gDtFP1r8JNnLOfPY5jk5d0PBV1aM2KaHu5FNrvnTJGboQAvykkFcXPe_Q_fSo85mRyReOsVWm9P0NOCmUwu8
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Summary: 
 
This course starts from the premise that democracy is 
as much a social and cultural process as a set of 
political institutions. A primary focus for this course will 
be the changing relations between the state, economy 
and civil society, particularly in the context of 
globalisation. Learning for democracy implies an active 
role for education in resourcing and supporting 
marginalised and powerless groups to pursue their 
democratic interests. This approach will allow us to 
reflect critically on discourses of citizenship and 
education emerging from different contexts and actors. 
 
 
Description:  
 
Changing relations between state, civil society and the 
economy in different national contexts 
Democracy, power, empowerment and citizenship 
Learning in and from social movements 
Popular education 
 
Learning outcomes: 
 

1. Critically evaluate the contribution of a 
range of perspectives on learning for 
democracy 

2. Identify and articulate a range of interests 
and actors with an interest in learning for 
democracy 

3. Explore the relationship between macro 
institutional processes and micro 

analysis and write-up of the data. Students will 
be supported through this process through both 
the Activist Social Research course and 
individual meetings with a designated 
supervisor. 
 
 
REDU11076: Applied Research Project (Social 
Justice) (60 credits) 
 

As an alternative to the standard masters 
dissertation, the Applied Research Project is a 
significant piece of work that allows students to 
undertake real world research directly 
applicable to the aims, interests and needs of a 
particular activist network, community group or 
organisation. The Applied Research Project can 
also be approached as a substantive 
investigation and analysis of an important policy 
development and/or practice issue. 
 
The Applied Research Project will be 
underpinned by logical theorisations, 
conceptualisations and evidence and should 
include: a significant and critical discussion of 
the relevant context, a rigorous and substantive 
analysis of the identified issue or problem and a 
creative approach for addressing the identified 
issue. 
 
Students will be supported through this process 
through both the Activist Social Research 
course and individual meetings with a 
designated supervisor.  
 

 
---------------------------------------------------- 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96E9A740DF1111E6r71NSGXWIf7oOrSir2jqvgXDmJ6W6yIm-60Bc42L2K-Cesb-rlmAR4Gv6lw8ue-1r8pa7r6ifRuvp2H3Axx-os6U1aRaMktEUrIOZSK_XiA


experiences and practices in a range of 
contexts 

 
 

EDUA11328:  Organisational Management for Social 

Justice (20 credits) 
 

 
 

Summary:  
 
This course provides students with an introduction to 
the theories and practices of management and of 
organisations and a critical exploration of notions of 
organisational justice. Through this course, students 
will have the opportunity to examine how the 
management of local, national and international 
organisations, in terms of strategy, goal-setting, human 
resources and financial planning, can be a viable site 
for applying social justice principles. 
 
Description:  
 
Introduction to organisations and organisational 
resources 
Theories and practices of management 
Approaches to organisational justice 
Understanding leadership and management; 
organisational behaviour and human resource 
management for social justice 
 
Learning outcomes:  
 

 
Optional courses: 
 
 
EDUA11326: Policy Analysis for Social Justice 
(20 credits) 
 
 
 

Summary: 
 
This course focuses on the challenges of 
enacting social justice ideas, principles and 
practices in policy-making processes. Because 
scholars, activists and practitioners for social 
justice are particularly interested in disputes 
about the fair allocation of resources and the 
experiences of marginalised groups in public 
and private spaces, this course aims to 
introduce students to the contested processes, 
strategies and actors involved in social policy 
making and implementation at the local, national 
and international levels. In addition, this course 
will offer a range of frameworks and strategies 
for shaping and influencing the policy process in 
different contexts. 
 
Description: 
 

What's the problem represented to be? 
Frameworks for understanding the construction 
of social policy problems 
Understanding the policy making process: 
Actors, resources and institutional constraints 
Strategies for influence and advocacy in policy-
making and policy implementation 
 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?79CAB274DF1311E6bNTsq12ojAh7T6m8gNg32EwbpJ-CHSjZEyXfguUrqA9PDJm68aighCvS5RnL5mSm7DnoZtC8x_PpQm7Ki4Ydww8rss-3jie3VT7lo2OV53U
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96AEEE7ADF1111E6nQeMuXB23Pot5g4nEhnjnJrFnNVdfo_ArwlDdMVhp2NyjzwsGaWimI7ce013Dh_7RKmYocdi8JlVLs-uC_o9prk_nGfNX_OlKAUQ7IqoHLE


1. Critically analyse the foundational 
theories of organisations and of 
management 

2. Demonstrate understanding of the 
concept of 'organisational justice' 

3. Assess and evaluate the factors affecting 
the enactment of social justice in local, 
national and international organisations 

4. Critically assess competing strategies, 
models and practices for managing a 
socially just organization 

 

Distance learning option courses external to MHSE: 
 

Students have the option to choose courses 
from across the University’s existing digital 
education provision subject to availability and 
agreement wth course organiser. 

 

Learning outcomes: 
 

4. Critically analyse the processes, 
strategies, actors and resources in 
policy-making for social justice 

5. Compare and contrast competing 
frameworks for understanding the 
constructions of policy problems 
and solutions, policy processes 
and policy-making environments 

6. Understand and evaluate 
strategies and tactics for influence 
and advocacy in the policy- making 
process 

------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

 
 

EDUA11328:  Organisational Management for 

Social Justice (20 credits) 

 
 

Summary:  
 
This course provides students with an 
introduction to the theories and practices of 
management and of organisations and a critical 
exploration of notions of organisational justice. 
Through this course, students will have the 
opportunity to examine how the management of 
local, national and international organisations, in 
terms of strategy, goal-setting, human 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?79CAB274DF1311E6bNTsq12ojAh7T6m8gNg32EwbpJ-CHSjZEyXfguUrqA9PDJm68aighCvS5RnL5mSm7DnoZtC8x_PpQm7Ki4Ydww8rss-3jie3VT7lo2OV53U


resources and financial planning, can be a 
viable site for applying social justice principles. 
 
Description:  
 
Introduction to organisations and organisational 
resources 
Theories and practices of management 
Approaches to organisational justice 
Understanding leadership and management; 
organisational behaviour and human resource 
management for social justice 
 
Learning outcomes:  
 

1. Critically analyse the foundational 
theories of organisations and of 
management 

2. Demonstrate understanding of the 
concept of 'organisational justice' 

3. Assess and evaluate the factors 
affecting the enactment of social 
justice in local, national and 
international organisations 

4. Critically assess competing 
strategies, models and practices 
for managing a socially just 
organization 

--------------------------------------------------- 



EDUA11316: Introduction to Learning 
for Sustainability (20 credits) 

Course Organiser: Dr Beth Christie 

Summary: 
 

In this online course participants will work with 
and interrogate the breadth and complexity of 
the policies and practices that are understood to 
be learning for sustainability and education for 
sustainable development.  
 
Where the course 'Education for Environmental 
Citizenship' focused on the learner - the 'who' of 
learning for sustainability - this course considers 
the practice of LfS and its evaluation (the 'why', 
'how', 'whether', and 'why not').  
 
The course provides for the needs and contexts 
of a wide range of UK and international 
teachers, professionals and practitioners in 
education, such as teaching staff in higher and 
further education, trainers working in the public, 
private and third sectors, community 
development workers, NGO staff and others. 
The course is also a response to the General 
Teaching Council for Scotland's (GTCS) 
Revised Professional Standards for qualifying 
and registered teachers, which include explicit 
and implicit references to Learning for 
Sustainability.  
 
The course is designed to encourage 
participants to relate its themes and activities to 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_TTQ


their own experiences, contexts or professional 
practices. 
 
Summary:  
 

The main sections of the course cover: 
 
1. Sustainability and sustainable development. 
 
This section will take a case study approach to 
briefly review the concepts of sustainability and 
sustainable development. There will be a critical 
emphasis on local environmental and spatial 
justice with a view to interrogating the 
usefulness of popular sustainability concept. 
 
2. Learning for Sustainability and its 
discontents. 
 
This section will examine the history and 
genealogy of learning for sustainability and 
education for sustainable development. The 
intention is to reveal its diversity and complexity, 
as well as a range of critiques. 
 
3. Institutions and Educators. 
 
This section asks to what extent institutions of 
education (from schools to national education 
policies to global non-governmental 
organisations) can promote or hinder teachers 
or educators or facilitators of LfS, within 
dominant professional, economic, political and 
institutional cultures. 
 
4. Learning AS Sustainability. 
 



This section considers the purposes and 
possible practices of LfS in contexts of 
complexity, radical doubt, the 'risk society', 
controversy and irreducible uncertainty. It 
considers various models and practices 
sometimes referred to a 'learning as 
sustainability', 'the evolutionary model' or 'post-
normal environmental/sustainability education'. 
 
5. LfS for knowledges and literacies 
 
This section considers theory and practice in 
relation to the knowledges and literacies that 
might result from LfS. It will include emphases 
on cross-disciplinarity, creativity, embodiment 
and affect. 
 
6. LfS for participation 
 
This section considers theory in practice in 
relation to the capabilities and competencies 
that might result from LfS. It will include 
emphases on action competence, political 
literacies and participation. 
 
7. Research agendas in LfS 
 
This section attempts to identify current 
research agendas in LfS and related areas, with 
a view to developing strategies for on-going 
reflexivity in educational contexts.  

 
Learning outcomes:  
 

On completion of this course, the student will be 
able to: 



1. Critically evaluate a range of 
curricula, educational practices and 
pedagogies, in schooling and 
higher education, in Scotland and 
internationally. 

2. Critically analyse core concepts 
underpinning sustainability, 
learning for sustainability, and their 
articulation in a range of education 
policy contexts; 

3. Manage the complexity of learner 
engagement with global challenges 
and sustainability, including 
relativism, radical doubt, 
uncertainty, risk and learner 
helplessness; 

4. Apply ideas from research at the 
forefront of the study of the 
relationships between learning and 
socio-environmental change; 

5. Discuss theories, practices and 
cases of organisational change in 
relation to developing learning for 
sustainability in educational 
contexts; 

-------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Distance learning option courses external to 
MHSE*: 
 
 



Students have the option to choose 
courses from across the University’s 
existing digital education provision subject 
to availability and agreement wth course 
organiser. 
 
*No change but meeting pending with Programme 
Director of MSc Global Challenges to discuss 
opportunities for making the sharing of optional 
courses more explicit and streamlined.  

 
 

Assessment  
 

Constructive alignment—an approach that seeks to link 
academic content, assessment methods and the 
intended learning outcomes—is the guiding principle for 
assessment on this programme. By seeking to design 
courses that promote continuous learning through both 
formative and summative assessment activities, this will 
help to ensure that assessment supports your learning. 
Courses will be assessed though a diverse range of 
methods and will support your development as an 
independent and critical learner. Assessment methods 
will, for example, include both traditional academic work 
such as essays as well as new kinds of approaches 
that help link theory to practice such as blogs, 
community case studies and a policy briefing. Note, 
there are no exams on this programme. Assessment 
criteria are in line with the principles of the University’s 
postgraduate common marking scheme. There is a 
course outline for each course you take, which can be 
downloaded from Moodle, and which will give full 
details of the assessment requirements for that 
particular part of the programme. On this programme, 
you will receive provisional mark and feedback for 
assessed work within 15 working days of submission. 
This time frame does not include statutory holiday 

Constructive alignment—an approach that 
seeks to link academic content, assessment 
methods and the intended learning outcomes—
is the guiding principle for assessment on this 
programme. By seeking to design courses that 
promote continuous learning through both 
formative and summative assessment activities, 
this will help to ensure that assessment 
supports your learning. Courses will be 
assessed though a diverse range of methods 
and will support your development as an 
independent and critical learner. Assessment 
methods will, for example, include both 
traditional academic work such as essays as 
well as new kinds of approaches that help link 
theory to practice such as blogs, community 
case studies and a policy briefing. Note, there 
are no exams on this programme. Assessment 
criteria are in line with the principles of the 
University’s postgraduate common marking 
scheme. There is a course outline for each 
course you take, which can be downloaded from 
Moodle, and which will give full details of the 
assessment requirements for that particular part 



periods (such as Christmas and New Year). Where an 
extension has been granted for an assignment, the 15 
working day period begins on the date of submission, 
not the initial due date.  
 
 
----------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
EDUA11324: Theories and Politics of Social Justice 
(20 credits) 

Task 1: (50%) Via the students private blog, students 
are required to blog about their reflections on the 
relationship between set course readings, lectures, 
group discussions and contemporary examples of 
social (in)justice a minimum of 3-4 times per week for 
12 weeks. Students will then choose 5-7 of their posts 
to submit for assessment. Student blogging forms the 
basis of the formative assessment and part of the 
summative assessment for this course. 
 
Task 2: (50%) Essay (2,000 words) In consultation with 
the course organiser, students will devise their own 
essay question related to an aspect of the theory and 
politics of social justice covered on the course 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

EDUA11325: Community Action and Social Justice 
(20 credits) 
 
Students will be asked to complete a 2500 word 
analytical report on the development of a programme of 

of the programme. On this programme, you will 
receive provisional mark and feedback for 
assessed work within 15 working days of 
submission. This time frame does not include 
statutory holiday periods (such as Christmas 
and New Year). Where an extension has been 
granted for an assignment, the 15 working day 
period begins on the date of submission, not the 
initial due date.  
 
-------------------------------------------- 
 
EDUA11324: Theories and Politics of Social 
Justice (20 credits) 

Task 1: (50%) Via the students private blog, 
students are required to blog about their 
reflections on the relationship between set 
course readings, lectures, group discussions 
and contemporary examples of social (in)justice 
a minimum of 3-4 times per week for 12 weeks. 
Students will then choose 5-7 of their posts to 
submit for assessment. Student blogging forms 
the basis of the formative assessment and part 
of the summative assessment for this course. 
 
Task 2: (50%) Essay (2,000 words) In 
consultation with the course organiser, students 
will devise their own essay question related to 
an aspect of the theory and politics of social 
justice covered on the course. 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

Community Engagment  (20 credits) 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96AA8FECDF1111E63DXHERqPvQxwXaC0Gso94yT6bIQbD_19m2pBS7wEat6h2xOdPQ3jOOEcl5-1yLb_nkc-ewkRkr3Jc8b455k3RVaO4qahCIUR3D4Cl2Y5l8E
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96AD342CDF1111E6rNX8WBi1cPOHppgZnU_ucqFLmFwx_34Ne_4qvssDvMOMadnm8LjRyC1f3cWVUND_5pUGfGpSKUNwV1ijb3hqwhrBZoEgda7XTy-ZiSdF9_w
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96AA8FECDF1111E63DXHERqPvQxwXaC0Gso94yT6bIQbD_19m2pBS7wEat6h2xOdPQ3jOOEcl5-1yLb_nkc-ewkRkr3Jc8b455k3RVaO4qahCIUR3D4Cl2Y5l8E


community engagement (40% of overall mark), produce 
a digital portfolio of evidence (30%) and deliver a 
presentation ( online or on campus) (30%). 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
EDUA11326: Policy Analysis for Social Justice (20 
credits) 
 
Task 1: Briefing Paper (70%, Equivalent 3,000 words): 
In consultation with the course organiser, students will 
choose a contemporary public policy relevant to them 
and using language accessible for a popular audience, 
provide a background and overview of the key disputes 
around the policy area; provide a summary of the 
enacted policy; offer key recommendations and 
conclusions; and provide a dissemination plan for the 
briefing. 
 
Task 2: Group project (30%): Working in groups using a 
group wiki, students will choose a contemporary policy 
dispute and develop an advocacy strategy for 
influencing the key policy actors and the chosen policy 
development, resourcing and implementation 
processes. The group wiki forms the basis of the 
formative assessment and part of the summative 
assessment for this course. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
REDU11074: Activist Social Research (20 credits) 
 
Task 1: Research Proposal (100%): In consultation with 
the course organiser, students will outline a research 

 
 
Students will be asked to complete a 2500 word 
analytical report on the development of a 
programme of community engagement (40%), 
produce a digital portfolio of evidence (30%) 
and deliver a presentation online (30%). 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Learning for Democracy (20 credits)  
 
 [To be finalised] 
 
--------------------------------------------------- 
 
REDU11074: Activist Social Research (20 
credits) 
 
Task 1: Research Proposal (100%): In 
consultation with the course organiser, students 
will outline a research proposal, which will 
subsequently shape and inform their 
dissertation or applied research project  
 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Research: 
 
REDU11075: Dissertation (Social Justice) (60 
credits) 
 
Through the dissertation, the student has the 
opportunity to identify a research topic, develop 
and implement a logical fieldwork plan for 
gathering data and undertake systematic 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96AEEE7ADF1111E6nQeMuXB23Pot5g4nEhnjnJrFnNVdfo_ArwlDdMVhp2NyjzwsGaWimI7ce013Dh_7RKmYocdi8JlVLs-uC_o9prk_nGfNX_OlKAUQ7IqoHLE
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96B05314DF1111E68SXbQbMh76nwQv9SpGxJjZi6JjZfqhOEhDrC3PlG-RoGmSF6zxekqcye4PEwTMH8jKx5xnIOMwUbvVZgrm2JiXrLhJHPjjyGXjc_6Ue0djU
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96B05314DF1111E68SXbQbMh76nwQv9SpGxJjZi6JjZfqhOEhDrC3PlG-RoGmSF6zxekqcye4PEwTMH8jKx5xnIOMwUbvVZgrm2JiXrLhJHPjjyGXjc_6Ue0djU
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96E88FB8DF1111E6zlrycLFqHeP_m3QBoI-6R6POoq4dC9rorGYiVOP521yLxdRTueqiw3aCwVZQPseRvdVhre0-0_JX6kMtEtsL16VtUSVS-nwJeRUPmBXVKa0


proposal, which will subsequently shape and inform 
their dissertation or applied research project  
 
Research: 
 
REDU11075: Dissertation (Social Justice) (60 credits) 
 
Through the dissertation, the student has the 
opportunity to identify a research topic, develop and 
implement a logical fieldwork plan for gathering data 
and undertake systematic analysis and write-up of the 
data. Students will be supported through this process 
through both the Activist Social Research course and 
individual meetings with a designated supervisor. 
 
 
REDU11076: Applied Research Project (Social 
Justice) (60 credits) 
 
As an alternative to the standard masters dissertation, 
the Applied Research Project is a significant piece of 
work that allows students to undertake real world 
research directly applicable to the aims, interests and 
needs of a particular activist network, community group 
or organisation. The Applied Research Project can also 
be approached as a substantive investigation and 
analysis of an important policy development and/or 
practice issue. 
 
The Applied Research Project will be underpinned by 
logical theorisations, conceptualisations and evidence 
and should include: a significant and critical discussion 
of the relevant context, a rigorous and substantive 
analysis of the identified issue or problem and a 
creative approach for addressing the identified issue. 
 
Students will be supported through this process through 

analysis and write-up of the data. Students will 
be supported through this process through both 
the Activist Social Research course and 
individual meetings with a designated 
supervisor. 
 
 
REDU11076: Applied Research Project (Social 
Justice) (60 credits) 
 
As an alternative to the standard masters 
dissertation, the Applied Research Project is a 
significant piece of work that allows students to 
undertake real world research directly 
applicable to the aims, interests and needs of a 
particular activist network, community group or 
organisation. The Applied Research Project can 
also be approached as a substantive 
investigation and analysis of an important policy 
development and/or practice issue. 
 
The Applied Research Project will be 
underpinned by logical theorisations, 
conceptualisations and evidence and should 
include: a significant and critical discussion of 
the relevant context, a rigorous and substantive 
analysis of the identified issue or problem and a 
creative approach for addressing the identified 
issue. 
 
Students will be supported through this process 
through both the Activist Social Research 
course and individual meetings with a 
designated supervisor.  
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------- 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96E88FB8DF1111E6zlrycLFqHeP_m3QBoI-6R6POoq4dC9rorGYiVOP521yLxdRTueqiw3aCwVZQPseRvdVhre0-0_JX6kMtEtsL16VtUSVS-nwJeRUPmBXVKa0
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96E9A740DF1111E6r71NSGXWIf7oOrSir2jqvgXDmJ6W6yIm-60Bc42L2K-Cesb-rlmAR4Gv6lw8ue-1r8pa7r6ifRuvp2H3Axx-os6U1aRaMktEUrIOZSK_XiA
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96E9A740DF1111E6r71NSGXWIf7oOrSir2jqvgXDmJ6W6yIm-60Bc42L2K-Cesb-rlmAR4Gv6lw8ue-1r8pa7r6ifRuvp2H3Axx-os6U1aRaMktEUrIOZSK_XiA


both the Activist Social Research course and individual 
meetings with a designated supervisor.  
 
 
Optional courses:  
 
EDUA11327: Learning for Democracy  

(20 credits)  
 
No current data on EUCLID. Course yet to run. 
 
EDUA11328:  Organisational Management for Social 
Justice (20 credits) 
 
Organisation Case Profile (100% 4,000 words 
equivalent): In consultation with the course organiser 
and through a medium of the student’s choice (podcast, 
Storify, YouTube video, traditional essay, etc), students 
will select and critically analyse a real but anonymised 
organisation and the relationship between the selected 
organisation’s goals, structure and current work 
programme and its stated aims regarding social justice. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Optional courses:  
  

 
EDUA11328:  Organisational Management for 
Social Justice (20 credits) 
 
Organisation Case Profile (100% 4,000 words 
equivalent): In consultation with the course 
organiser and through a medium of the 
student’s choice (podcast, Storify, YouTube 
video, traditional essay, etc), students will select 
and critically analyse a real but anonymised 
organisation and the relationship between the 
selected organisation’s goals, structure and 
current work programme and its stated aims 
regarding social justice. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
EDUA11326: Policy Analysis for Social 
Justice (20 credits) 
 
 
Task 1: Briefing Paper (70%, Equivalent 3,000 
words): In consultation with the course 
organiser, students will choose a contemporary 
public policy relevant to them and using 
language accessible for a popular audience, 
provide a background and overview of the key 
disputes around the policy area; provide a 
summary of the enacted policy; offer key 
recommendations and conclusions; and provide 
a dissemination plan for the briefing. 
 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?79C94902DF1311E6IuwhKh-Wh7cP2QecZE1mzP9gDtFP1r8JNnLOfPY5jk5d0PBV1aM2KaHu5FNrvnTJGboQAvykkFcXPe_Q_fSo85mRyReOsVWm9P0NOCmUwu8
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?79CAB274DF1311E6bNTsq12ojAh7T6m8gNg32EwbpJ-CHSjZEyXfguUrqA9PDJm68aighCvS5RnL5mSm7DnoZtC8x_PpQm7Ki4Ydww8rss-3jie3VT7lo2OV53U
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?79CAB274DF1311E6bNTsq12ojAh7T6m8gNg32EwbpJ-CHSjZEyXfguUrqA9PDJm68aighCvS5RnL5mSm7DnoZtC8x_PpQm7Ki4Ydww8rss-3jie3VT7lo2OV53U
https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_MOD.start_url?96AEEE7ADF1111E6nQeMuXB23Pot5g4nEhnjnJrFnNVdfo_ArwlDdMVhp2NyjzwsGaWimI7ce013Dh_7RKmYocdi8JlVLs-uC_o9prk_nGfNX_OlKAUQ7IqoHLE


Task 2: Group project (30%): Working in groups 
using a group wiki, students will choose a 
contemporary policy dispute and develop an 
advocacy strategy for influencing the key policy 
actors and the chosen policy development, 
resourcing and implementation processes. The 
group wiki forms the basis of the formative 
assessment and part of the summative 
assessment for this course. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
 

EDUA11316: Introduction to Learning for 
Sustainability (20 credits) 

The assessment is designed to allow flexible 
application to a diverse range of student 
contexts. In order to pass this course, students 
will be expected to: 
 
- complete an assessed mid-course reflective 
assignment on teaching for, or facilitating, 
sustainability, to be produced as a video, 
podcast, document or other on-line media for 
sharing with peers (500 words or 2.5 mins) 
(25%); 
 
- provide an overview of the key personal 
learning outcomes from their weekly reflective 
journal (25%) and incorporate the emergent 
themes from this to complete a case study 
investigation in a practical context. This 
investigation can be carried out or it can be 
hypothetical. (50%). (3000 words) 

https://www.star.euclid.ed.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_TTQ


 

 

Structure  
 
 

 
The MSc in Social Justice and Community Action (180 
credits) includes four compulsory taught courses and a 
choice between a standard 15,000 word masters 
dissertation or an equivalent applied research project:  
 
• Theories and politics of social justice (20 credits) 
• Community action and social justice (20 credits)  
• Policy analysis for social justice (20 credits) 
 • Activist social research (20 credits)  
 
• Dissertation (Social Justice) (60 credits) or Applied 
research project (Social Justice) (60 credits)  
 
Optional courses include: 
 
 •Learning for democracy (20 credits) 
 • Organisational management for social justice (20 
credits)  
 
In addition to the optional courses listed above, in 
consultation with the programme director, you can 
choose other optional courses from across the 
University’s existing digital education provision such as:  
 
• Digital education in a global context (20 credits) • 
Politics and theories of international development (20 
credits)  
• Global environmental challenges (20 credits) 
• Health inequalities and the social determinants of 
health (20 credits)  
 

 
The MSc in Social Justice and Community 
Action (180 credits) includes four compulsory 
taught courses and a choice between a 
standard 15,000 word masters dissertation or 
an equivalent applied research project:  
 
• Theories and politics of social justice (20 
credits) 
• Community engagement (20 credits)  
• Learning for democracy (20 credits) 
 • Activist social research (20 credits)  
 
• Dissertation (Social Justice) (60 credits) or 
Applied research project (Social Justice) (60 
credits)  
 
Optional courses include:  
 
• Policy analysis for social justice (20 credits) 
 • Organisational management for social justice 
(20 credits)  
• Introduction to Learning for sustainability (20 
credits) 

 
 
 
In addition to the optional courses listed above, 
in consultation with the programme director, you 
can choose other optional courses from across 
the University’s existing digital education 
provision such as:  



Progression to Masters  
 
In order to progress to the dissertation stage of the 
Masters programme, students must pass all taught 
courses in line with postgraduate teaching regulations. 
According to the 2012/13 Taught Assessment 
Regulations, in order to progress to the dissertation 
stage, students must:  
 
• Pass at least 80 credits at SCQF level 11 with a mark 
of at least 50% in each of the courses which make up 
these credits  
• Attain an average of at least 50% for the 120 credits 
of study examined at the point of decision for 
progression   
• Satisfy any other specific requirements for the 
masters degree programme that are clearly stated in 
respective programme handbooks Additionally students 
should note:  
• If you intend to progress to the MSc, you will need to 
pass the ‘Activist social research’ course. Students who 
are experienced researchers (for example, if you 
already have a doctorate) may be able to apply for 
accreditation of prior research experience. 
 
 • Dissertations and applied research projects are to be 
completed within 1 year, with the specific start date to 
be negotiated by student and supervisor  
 
To exit with a Postgraduate Certificate in Social Justice 
(60 credits) you will study:  
 
• Theories and politics of social justice (20 credits)  
• Community action and social justice (20 credits) 
 • Policy analysis for social justice (20 credits)  
 

 
• Digital education in a global context (20 
credits)  
• Politics and theories of international 
development (20 credits)  
• Global environmental challenges (20 credits) 
• Health inequalities and the social determinants 
of health (20 credits)  
 
Progression to Masters  
 
In order to progress to the dissertation stage of 
the Masters programme, students must pass all 
taught courses in line with postgraduate 
teaching regulations. According to the 2012/13 
Taught Assessment Regulations, in order to 
progress to the dissertation stage, students 
must:  
 
• Pass at least 80 credits at SCQF level 11 with 
a mark of at least 50% in each of the courses 
which make up these credits  
• Attain an average of at least 50% for the 120 
credits of study examined at the point of 
decision for progression   
• Satisfy any other specific requirements for the 
masters degree programme that are clearly 
stated in respective programme handbooks 
Additionally students should note:  
• If you intend to progress to the MSc, you will 
need to pass the ‘Activist social research’ 
course. Students who are experienced 
researchers (for example, if you already have a 
doctorate) may be able to apply for accreditation 
of prior research experience. 
 



To exit with a Postgraduate Diploma in Social Justice 
(120 credits) you will choose options in consultation 
with the programme director and study:  
 
• Theories and politics of social justice (20 credits)  
• Community action and social justice (20 credits)  
• Policy analysis for social justice (20 credits)  
• Learning for democracy (20 credits) and/or 
Organisational Management for social justice (20 
credits) and/or one additional 20 credit option from 
existing University digital education provision 
 

 • Dissertations and applied research projects 
are to be completed within 1 year, with the 
specific start date to be negotiated by student 
and supervisor  
 
To exit with a Postgraduate Certificate in Social 
Justice (60 credits) you will study:  
 
• Theories and politics of social justice (20 
credits)  
• Community engagement (20 credits) 
 • Learning for democracy (20 credits)  
 
To exit with a Postgraduate Diploma in Social 
Justice (120 credits) you will choose options in 
consultation with the programme director and 
study:  
 
• Theories and politics of social justice (20 
credits)  
• Community engagement (20 credits)  
• Learning for democracy (20 credits)  
• Policy analysis for social justice (20 credits) 
and/or Organisational Management for social 
justice (20 credits) and/or one additional 20 
credit option from existing University digital 
education provision 
 

Mode of Study (full or part time) Part-time Part-time 

Place of Study (on campus or distant) Distance learning  Distance learning 

Period of Study 2-6 years: Minimum and maximum times for completion 
of the programme are as follows: 
 
 • Postgraduate Certificate: 12-24 months 
 • Postgradute Diploma: 18-48 months  
 • MSc: 24-60 months  

2-6 years: Minimum and maximum times for 
completion of the programme are as follows: 
 
• Postgraduate Certificate: 12-24 months  
• Postgradute Diploma: 18-48 months  
• MSc: 24-60 months  



  

Collaboration or change of partner Global Justice Academy  Global Justice Academy 

Home School or College Moray House School of Education  Moray House School of Education 

 
Rationale for Change: 
 
Substantive change 1: Learning for democracy becomes a core course, swapping with Policy analysis for social justice, which becomes optional.  
 

 The rationale behind this change is that it will strengthen the programme’s implicit grounding in the discipline of education. Whilst policy analysis and 
advocacy is an important skill, an explicit of consideration advocacy strategies are embedded throughout the rest of the core curriculum. The change 
is straightforward and requires no alteration of the respective courses. Furthermore, it has positive resource implications since MHSE has strong 
expertise on the relationship between education and social justice. 

 
Substantive change 2: Community action and social justice is replaced as a core course by the new distance learning course in Community engagement. 
 

 Extensive dialogue has been undertaken with the aforementioned and we are of the opinion that the curriculum/learning outcomes are sufficiently 
aligned to warrant this change. Both courses focus on theories and methods of community action and engagement for social justice. This change will 
have immediate positive effects on resources for the programme as this core course will be staffed and led by Margaret Petire and Vernon Galloway 
(whose collective expertise in community engagement and action for social justice). It will require no additional workload implicaitons for any member 
of staff and will reduce the staffing burden on the existing programme staff. Because the course will be located across different courses (MSc Social 
Justice and Community Action and MSc Education (Learning in Communities), as well as bringing in professionals working in/with communities for 
CPD learning, there will be a lively cohort of local and international students, making for a rich pedagogical experience, which will also bolster course 
numbers. 

 
Substantive change 3: Introduction to Learning for sustainability introduced as a new distance learning option from available within MHSE. Core courses 
from MSc Social Justice and Community Action available to MSc Learning for sustainability students. 
 

 Extensive dialogue has been undertaken with the Programme Director MSc LfS, Dr Beth Christie. We are both aware that students on our respective 
programmes are interested in the connection between ecological issues and social justice, from an educational perspective. In addition, students from 
MSc LfS will be encouraged to select MSc Social Justice and Community Action core courses as options, should they desire to do so. We are also 
undertaking a research project on the relationship between LfS and social justice education, with teachers, which will inform subsequent cross-
teaching.  

 


